
MARYLAND COLLECTION BY LUDOVIC BECKERS – BELGIUM  
 
Story of the Collection  
After we visited the exhibition ' Fashion and the Catholic Imagination' at 
the Met Museum in New York, we decided to go to the drawing table to 
create our own story. We wanted to leave the regular path to create 
something unique and new. Together with Whitney Ruzzi ( paint artist ) 
we designed completely new shapes combining different fibers. The 
connection of these fibers resulted in new fabrics. With the support of 
Hedwig Snoeckx ( sculpture artist ) we worked 18 weeks on the design 
and crafting of the headpieces. The challenge was enormous, specially 
because all materials were new to our hands. At the same time Sara 
Lismont (hair colorist) designed color graphics, refined and relevant to 
the timeline we live in. Dante-hair provided us with the most stunning hair 
fibers in 2 meters length... With the support of Kralemanie we created a 2 
meters long 'veil' of pearls ( 12 days work ! ) that we placed on top of the 
hair. It resulted in 'the illusion of color' ... a different approach in 
hairdressing. The connection between the headpieces and the hair itself 
resulted in a sereen and refined look. In New York we also visited the 
David Bowie expo and based on his unique personality I want to use one 
of his quotes : "Always try to manifest your ideas to understand more 
about yourself." 
! Thank you Tribute, for sharing your stage with us! 
 
Headpieces designed & crafted by Ludovic & Whitney Ruzzi 
Colors by Sara Lismont 
Editorials by Romy Emmerix 
Cutting assist Danielle Hendrickx 
Hairpieces supported by Dante-Hair 
Styling Julia Muller 
Make-up Laura Noben 
Photography by Shari Ruzzi " 
Products by Redken 5th Av. NYC 
Pearls by Kralemanie 
Special thanks Hedwig Snoeckx for you support during the last 4 
months. 
 
 
 


